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Action Required

Background

2023 Review consultation tool

The Commission will wish to note options for an online public consultation site for 
the upcoming 2023 Review of UK Parliament Constituencies.

1.

The Commission expects to commence its 2023 Review of UK Parliament 
Constituencies in early 2021, although an announcement date has still to be 
confirmed.

2.

The legislation for the 2018 Review of UK Parliament Constituencies required the 
Commission to undertake consultation on Initial Proposals, responses to that 
consultation and on any Revised Proposals. 

3.

For the 2018 Review, the four UK Boundary Commissions considered options for 
an online consultation tool.  The Boundary Commission for Scotland and Boundary 
Commission for Wales joined BCE in developing a consultation tool with an IT 
company - Informed Solutions.  The development and running costs were shared 
between Commissions, based on the size or number of constituencies each 
Commission reviewed. 

4.

The cost to BCS for the 2018 Review consultation tool was approximately £65,000 
plus vat.

5.

The BCE, BCS and BCW consultation portals:6.
provided users with an interactive mapping facility;●
users could select different boundary layers;●
enabled users to submit comments on the proposals;●
allowed users to view submitted comments; and●
they differed between each Commission. The BCW had a dual-language 
site and the BCE site offered users the ability to comment on regions as well 
constituencies.

●

The Boundary Commission for Northern Ireland used the Delib “Citizen Space” 
consultation tool for their 2018 Review. Their consultation site had an interactive 
mapping facility as well.

7.

The Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland has recently used the 
Delib “Citizen Space” consultation tool for their 2019 Reviews of Electoral 
Arrangements and an Interim Review of Scottish Parliament boundaries. It allows 
users to submit comments on proposals and view submitted comments. The 
Secretariat have added an interactive mapping facility to each consultation.

8.

Informed have “stored” the 2018 Review consultation tool so that it could be re-
used for the 2023 Review, saving on development costs.

9.
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BCE have commenced discussions with Informed Solutions to re-use the 
consultation tool platform for the 2023 Review but are still awaiting a quote. 

10.

BCE have invited the three other UK Commissions to join them in sharing 
development and maintenance costs of a consultation tool for the 2023 Review. 

11.

The Secretariat have requested a quote for the Delib “Citizen Space” consultation 
tool.  The Delib “Citizen Space” consultation tool would cost £7,995 plus vat per 
annum.  The Commission will require a consultation tool for at least two years for 
the duration of the review.  

12.

In terms of risk management, re-using the portal provided by Informed Solutions is 
almost certainly the preferred option and it delivered effectively during the 2018 
Review. Developing the “Citizen Space” option is likely to offer considerable 
financial saving but to date the Secretariat have only used it for two reviews, neither 
of which were as complex as the UK parliamentary review in terms of 
requirements.  There is therefore greater risk and need for additional Secretariat 
input to its development if the required standard is to be delivered.  

13.

Another advantage of the Informed Solutions route is that there would probably be 
the opportunity to undertake joint procurement with BCE who managed the process 
for the 2018 Review.  Again this would offer considerable time saving to BCS.

14.

The Secretariat will keep the Commission informed of the various options for a 
consultation tool for the 2023 Review. These will likely be to consider: 

15.

a shared portal with BCE, and possibly BCW, to re-use the 2018 Review 
consultation site platform;

●

using the Delib “Citizen Space” consultation tool; or ●
to tender other consultation tool suppliers.●

The Commission is invited to give its initial views on the options. Final decisions 
may need to be agreed by email if the timetable for the 2023 Review requires 
progress to be made before the next BCS meeting.

16.
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